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Cass Clereaux has a few problems. Sure, she just saved her whole town and is now immortal, but

immortality sucks. The same spell that made her immortal also takes away her magic. Itâ€™s kaput.

Finito. Gone. Being a FireSoul and finding magical treasure is who she is. Now, she couldnâ€™t find

her left leg with a map. Not even if a dragon pointed the way.To make matters worse, her

concealment charm is malfunctioning. Demons are showing up left and right, trying to bring her

head back to the Monster who stalks her. While Cass is on the hunt to recover her magic and learn

about her past, the specter of the Monster is getting ever closer to his mysterious end goal.

Sheâ€™s prophesied to meet him on the field of battleâ€”but if she doesnâ€™t have her magic back

by then, sheâ€™s dead.Ancient Magic features kick butt heroines, a tough hero, and otherworldly

adventure.
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Following Cass and her deirfur's story, you would think that we have already seen the most beautiful

places and artifacts, been to most exciting adventures, and battled the strongest. But this Eternal



Magic threw them out of the window! We are given stronger powers, more awesome adventures

and sites, bigger battles and more allies in this book. And there's a promise of bigger, better things

in the next book.This is one epic adventure that will keep you glued to your reader. I don't want this

series to end!!!

This is an excellent adventure with lots of intriguing twists and turns. The characters are very

believable and thought-provoking. The archeological concept used is a masterpiece of background

used as an element of the story. The way the author develops Magic Use, is OUTSTANDING. A

MUST-READ SERIES. I am looking forward to reading the next book.

In this 4th installment of the Dragonâ€™s Gift Series, Cass and the crew are trying hard to deal with

the evil that is Victor, and deal with the power that has nullified all the magic Cass has. This book is

very well written and follows seamlessly with the other books in the series. I absolutely loved it. I am

givning this book 5 strong stars. It kept me glued to the pages while I read and I was very sad that it

was over. I am now waiting patiently (at least trying to be patient) for the next book in the series. I

cannot wait. In this book Cass learns more about the past that she did not know. Since Cass and

her sisters cannot remember anything since they woke up in the field all those years ago, this is a

big deal! The past has always eluded them but now they may finally get a few answers. It is like a

treasure hunt! They may not like some of the secrets that are revealed but they will deal with them

the way they always do. In trying to fix the magic Cass has lost, she may gain a whole lot more than

she expected. I love Aidan! He is so wonderful and sweet. He is just what Cass needs. He is a

strong protector and has shown that he will do absolutely anything for her. I sure hope to see them

go so much further! He is a strong character in these books and I hope that we get to learn more

about his life and what has lead up to him being with Cass and the girls. I cannot wait! A big Thank

you to Linsey Hall for sharing these wonderful stories! I love them and am excited to see where it

will all end up. Looking forward to the next book.

You can't possibly stop at this point in time, cliff hanging is NOT fun. Fun, fast, loads of detail AND

Aidan (swoon:-). Ms. Hall, you really must get back to writing, quickly please. I am not going to

repeat the storyline as other reviews have done a great job in the explanation. I am just going to

say, I want more, NOWðŸ˜†ðŸ˜†

It's a good story but it lacks any romance between her and Aiden. If only some parts would have an



expression of how they feel for each other or maybe a sexual scene longer than a paragraph.

Nothing graphic just some"hot" expressions. I just feel like I'm reading a pg13 book. Other than that

great story. I'm just not sure I will continue with the series.

I have really enjoyed this series, that is until I read this installment. The author repeated the

background of all the characters over and over from beginning to end. Especially Cass and Aiden. I

mean come on how many times do we have to be told Aiden is insanely wealthy and off the charts

good looking. I lost count of the number of times (at least once a chapter I think) we're told how

everyone hates fire souls and if Cass and her two sidekicks are discovered they will be imprisoned

by the "Order". The only new info the storyline provided was (spoiler alert) Cass and Aiden spent

the night together, Cass discovers what her root magic is which is a big let down.

I have all of the Huntress series and they are all Amazing !For novels filled with adventure,

suspense and Urban Fantasy you would do well to read these books.I can hardly wait until the next

book comes out in September !

I can't say enough about this book. I really love this series. My only complaint would be I would like

to see a bit more romance between Aidan and Cass. I think the relationship is pretty good but I don't

feel the intimacy. I love the storyline and the author does an awesome job with the flow and the

building of the different worlds and I love it.
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